SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Effective Protection for Commercial, Industrial and Financial Customers
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SECURITY SOLUTIONS
FROM CENNOX
With nearly three decades of experience in the fire and security alarm
industries, Cennox gives clients peace of mind by knowing that detection
systems are in good working order. Cennox provides our clients with an
aggressively scheduled inspection service to ensure facility safety because
regular maintenance is the best long-term protection.
In addition to our alarm services experience, we have a portfolio of products
designed and built by our research and development colleagues in the
United Kingdom. These products have succeeded in delivering huge blows
to the criminal community that targets ATMs. Developed in partnership
with banks and already successfully eliminating ATM fraud from many of
the worst hit machines, Cennox strives to lead the way in security products
and their implementation.
Regardless of the size of your organization or the security problem you are
facing, we can offer a solution. Cennox is committed to providing excellent
security services and products for financial institutions.
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THE ADVANTAGE
OF CENNOX
OUR HISTORY:
Cennox is a success story, born from a small ATM maintenance business in
2006. Today Cennox delivers critical services across the retail, banking and
commercial sectors. Cennox is entrusted to provide services for some of
the world’s largest brands in banking and beyond. Our enviable in-house
capabilities and breadth of service is driving excellent growth for the
business, with unlimited possibilities for the future of the Cennox Group.

OUR MISSION:
To develop the solutions today that will support our customers tomorrow.
To lead the industry with our spirit of innovation, invention and inspiration.

OUR VISION:
The Cennox vision is to deliver an attractive end-to-end service model for
our customers. Utilizing our in-house teams, Cennox aims to be the leading
go-to company where service excellence is delivered as standard - without
compromise to quality.
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“

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
CENNOX IN-HOUSE R&D

We are thrilled to have
an additional patent in
place, this time for our
ASD-8 technology . . . as
a recognized leader in the
ATM security industry,
our proprietary solutions
are a key differentiator
setting Cennox apart
from competitors.
We look forward to
continuing on a path of
innovation and growth.
CLIVE NATION
Chief Executive Officer of Cennox

Our in-house research and development team is vested in the creation of some of the most
innovative and dependable security solutions fighting ATM bank fraud to date. Cennox has
been awarded patents for the ASD-8 Anti-Skimming Device and the ASD-SENTINEL for the
protection against Deep Insert Skimmers.
The advances in ATM crime has lead our R&D team to design and manufacture several
leading solutions to help in the fight against the evolving threats. These include the new
Fascia Security Inserts (FSI) for both Motorized and Dip Card Readers, Advanced Signal
Jamming Technology, Card Entrapment Sensors, Overlay / Proximity Sensors, Penetration
Detection Mats and our Top-Box Solution to fight jackpotting attacks.
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
The Cennox Group is a dynamic and driven organization, built
on the shoulders of devoted and skilled professionals. Field
supervision and project management are key standards of our
company and important to our customers.
Our organized work ethic enables the team to complete projects
in a timely manner, following and meeting deadlines that
otherwise may have been missed or delayed. Through our use of
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computer scheduling techniques, work remains sequential and
prompt. Our use of the latest project management tools, with
shared online access to project and reporting systems available,
our customers are kept up to date and empowered along each
stage of their construction.
Accounting and management work closely together to maintain
current job records and to provide our project managers with
updated cost reports to keep all of our jobs closely monitored.
We work vigilantly to complete jobs on time and within original
budgets. Our strengths in project management are a source of
pride at Cennox and once you have completed the entire process
with us to a successful conclusion, you will understand why.

EXPERIENCED
TECHNICIANS
Cennox has more than 280 strategically located, directly
employed field technicians, we provide agility and immediate
response to our clients.
Our team of trained ATM Technicians, Equipment Specialists,
Inspectors, and detailed Installers are backed by leading support
staff and supervisors throughout the U.S.
Our Quailty Review and Call Center help maintain our high
quality standards to not only meet our clients’ expectations but
exceed them.
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NATIONAL COVERAGE
Cennox has offices and staff located across the United States,
with representation throughout all lower 48 states and Alaska.
As a one-stop shop with a nationwide network, business with
Cennox results in consolidated vendor management for our
clients, often resulting in dramatic cost savings.
In addition to our network of field technicians and our corporate
headquarters in Missoula, Montana, we have sales teams across
the country, as well as a dedicated Parts and Operations Center
in Smyrna, Georgia, our Project and Security Solutions division in
Los Angeles, CA and Fort Lauderdale, FL.
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ALARM SERVICES
When a system fails, it may go unnoticed until a disruption occurs, often
resulting in loss of property or even loss of life. Regular maintenance is your
best protection against such occurrences.
Cennox can economically perform inspection work to protect against these
situations. Inspections are done on a timely basis, fully documented, and
completed in accordance with your performance criteria. The results of
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ALARM SERVICES PERFORMED:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Fire Alarm Inspections
Bank Alarm Inspections
Security
Camera-CCTV
Third Party Verification of Alarm Signals
Parts Placement
Special Projects
Site Surveys
Call Center Services

inspections are furnished to you monthly (or Immediately in
the event of a failure) so your personnel only need to review
the reports of questionable performance.

and allowing for increased productivity. Our inspectors do
not install or repair systems, but instead are specialists who
are trained to efficiently carry out the task of fire inspection.

Cennox relieves your organization from having to
supervise inspection routes and the arduous task of
maintaining inspection records. Your maintenance
personnel can devote their skills to repairs.
We can successfully provide this service to you because we
specialize in fire inspections and provide these services to
many alarm companies. In a given geographical area, Cennox
will have many inspection customers, reducing travel time

Our nationwide inspection programs can be tailored to
your specific requirements. We will work closely with the
manufacturer of your alarm system to maintain optimal
performance.
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We provide all of our alarm services customers with access
to our secure customer portal for convenient viewing of
report history.
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SURVEYS &
INSPECTIONS
Information is time sensitive; what was true last week or
last month can change in an instant. Cennox is aware of our
customers’ need in knowing critical items and current operations
statuses in order to effectively manage their business. Collecting
and managing all of this information is expensive, resource
intensive, and time consuming. That’s where we come in.
Our nationwide field service team is trained and experienced
with performing surveys and inspections quickly, accurately,
and cost-effectively. The results are immediately available on
our secure customer portal for you to review and take action as
necessary.
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SURVEYS & INSPECTIONS PERFORMED:

Cennox can help in all phases of the survey work flow, including
survey template creation, data collection, and review, scoring, and
steps toward action.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

In addition to these services, we also offer custom survey template
creation to suit your needs. Each template can be made into different
versions to allow for changes as each day moves your company’s
efficiency goals forward.

Legal or Regulatory Compliance
Site/Facility Surveys
Quality & Condition Surveys
Lighting & Electrical Surveys
Equipment Inventory Surveys

Cennox undertake comprehensive Surveys & Inspections on behalf of
many banks. Our Field Teams ensure your facilities are operating at
their optimum and legal perameters.
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ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS
When it comes to physical security and information security,
The Cennox Group prioritizes our customers’ needs. Access
Control Systems, an important piece in selective restriction,
allow customers to maintain security through vital credentials
accessed via a host system.

Access control systems are tailored for individual customers.
There are a myriad of details that can be planned and adjusted
to ensure that the system fulfills your requirements. Whether
you are looking for a turnstile access system based on one
credential or a more complex two-factor authentication
system, our team will assess your needs, make an informed
Providing expert advice on planning, selection, and recommendation, and install the system.
implementation of access control systems is one of our
core strengths at Cennox. Our design engineers will assist in Access control systems can be standalone or integrated using
developing system specifications and roll-out plans for any size an existing alarm panel. We have expertise in both.
system. From 1 to 1,000 readers, from 1 location to 100, we
have the tools to make your project a success.
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CLOSED CIRCUIT VIDEO
SURVEILLANCE
Cennox designs video systems that integrated state of the art
technology to provide the highest quality images available in the
industry. Closed Circuit Video Surveillance (CCVS) systems use video
cameras to transmit a signal to a specific place on a certain number
of monitors. This infrastructure enables signals to be securely
transmitted.
We believe that by incorporating high resolution digital CCD video
cameras with SVHS analog recorders or digital archiving systems will
ensure our customers receive the highest quality evidentiary images,
which prove vital to security purposes.
Our CCVS systems are ideal for banks, casinos, airports, military
installations, and convenience stores. Contact us today to find out
how to integrate video surveillance into your security system from our
team of security experts. Proactive measures assure future success.
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ENTERPRISE VIDEO
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Cennox works hard to keep our customers up-to-date with the most
advanced security systems at the best price points possible. By applying
sophisticated information technology solutions to video surveillance
and security, advanced features such as intelligent video surveillance,
forensic analysis, and incident management tools are now available at
an affordable cost of ownership.
Enterprise Video Management System (EVMS) is designed for largescale implementation in vertical markets such as law enforcement
agencies, mass transit authorities, casinos, and independent school
districts.
With EVMS-networked video solutions, security personnel can capture
and analyze video images according to specific criteria, pre-defined
rules, and behavioral triggers to increase efficiency and reduce the
reliance on human factors. Having Cennox Group integrate EMVS into
your security system will protect assets, ensure patron safety, and
promote staff accountability.
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CALL CENTER
Cennox’s in-house call center provides skilled staff to administer
support from the simple service call to the extremely urgent
emergency call, such dedication elevates the quality of service
we provide.
Our call center support plans can be tailored to each client,
making our solutions the perfect fit for your specific needs.
With field technicians ready to deploy, our response time allows
for adaptability based on the customers’ requirements while
meeting our quality review standards.
Our team accommodates all US time zones and ramp up staffing
for the increased demands during periods of national disasters
or major weather events.
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ATM SECURITY
ATM SECURITY SOLUTIONS:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

ASD-8 Plus
The FSI
ASD-SENTINEL
Top-Box Solution
Universal Security Plate

Organized criminals who target ATMs cost the industry billions of dollars
every year. Many of these crimes go unnoticed in the moment because the
ATM user mistakes the fraudulent transaction as a failed one and moves
on to a different machine. It is the financial institution’s responsibility to
refund that customer when the fraudulent transaction becomes apparent,
whether that be through banking statement review or repetitive criminal
activity.
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“

Building on our decades of experience in the fire and security
alarm industries, Cennox applied this insider knowledge to
securing ATM safety. This is done in several ways. We start by
monitoring and analyzing for new threats based on the style
of attacks being reported. Our related services ensure there
is safe lighting and that the ATM and its surrounding areas
are compliant to regulations.
We believe in developing products and solutions that protect
clients and their customers, while responding to the everchanging threats concerning ATM machines. Our goal is to
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We can provide the
necessary tools to make
your ATMs deterrents to
organized crime – this is
where our merge with
Cennox is especially
helpful for our clients.

ensure that every machine within your company’s reach
remains open for business and protected 24/7.
The in-house research and development team at our UK
headquarters has created a market-leading ATM security
device in partnership with several major banks. This mutually
beneficial partnership allowed for testing on live sites across
the worst hit areas. Immediate results were often realized
with complete eradication of fraud. Needless to say, banks
were quick to start rolling out this device across their
network.
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IMMEDIATE PROTECTION
AGAINST SKIMMING
THE ASD-8 PLUS
The pace and continual evolution of ATM fraud is both real and growing.
The methods and the application of this type of crime is intelligence and
technology driven, with criminals more connected and able to share
their skills and experiences with greater efficiency. More importantly,
criminals can better effect changes in how they enact their crime, with
evidence of more advanced tools being discovered on ATMs around
the world.
Ultimately, ATM crime is avoidable. Over the past six years, Cennox
has driven change in the industry through our rapid response to
these threats. Through innovation and strategic partnerships with our
banking customers, Cennox has delivered ground breaking solutions
which detect, deter, deny and detain criminal activity around the ATM.
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The ASD-8 Plus Anti-Skimming solution, designed and manufactured
by Cennox, in partnership with our customers, continues to deliver
intelligent detection and prevention of skimming and card entrapment
activity. Our research shows the ASD-8 Plus not only protects our
customers ATM during an attack - but it is also reducing the number
of attempts from taking place. The ASD-8 Plus is a visible deterrent,
delivering effective solutions and real cost savings for our customers.

ASD-8 LITE
The ASD-8 Lite package provides our customers
with an agile security solution which answers the
specific threat they may face.

ASD-8 LITE INCLUDES
>>
>>
>>
>>

The Fascia Security Insert (FSI)
Quad Coil Signal Jamming
Non-Upgradeable Controller
Device Integrity Alert Function

TYPICAL THREATS
Around the world, ATM attacks are on the rise
and criminals have targeted unsuspecting victims.
Thieves continually seek the coveted prize of client
account data, personal identification numbers, or
the physical currency held within the ATM.

ASD-8 COMPLETE
This feature rich solution is the ultimate in AntiSkimming protection - not only does it offer the
product in its fullest format, but the ongoing
support and scheduled health check of the device
is also included.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

ASD-8 COMPLETE INCLUDES
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

The Fascia Security Insert (FSI)
Quad Coil Signal Jamming
ASD-8 Plus Controller
Device Integrity Alert Function
Alarm Output
In & Out of service option
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Overlay Skimming
Digital Skimming
Analogue Skimming
Stereo Skimming
Eavesdropping
Insert Skimming
Card Shimming
Card Trapping
Jackpotting
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ENHANCED JAMMING
TECHNOLOGY FEATURES
The increased number of coils in the new enhanced
jamming technology allows for a greater range in jamming
signal frequency to be switched in a more effective
random sequence.
With reported incidents of criminals successfully
extracting card details from previously jammed data, the
Cennox Security Team have developed and launched a
new upgrade to our ASD-8, providing the most effective
signal jamming solution in the industry.
Rather than just one single signal jamming coil, the
new ASD-8 upgrade now carries four and can protect a
wider frequency and prevent the criminals filtering any
captured data.
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PROXIMITY SENSORS
The ASD-8 can come with strategically positioned
proximity sensors aimed at detecting items illegally
attached to the ATM. As with other threats, once the
ASD-8 detects a false fascia or items placed over the
card reader, the machine is taken out of service until
the object is removed.

FASCIA PROTECTION
Strategically positioned sensors placed internally
in the fascia. The ASD-8 detects attacks where the
criminal attempts to gain access to the ATM Hardware
and allow them to place discrete data capture devices
on the Card Reader or Cash Dispenser.

SIGNAL JAMMING
The device creates an electromagnetic field to
prevent the skimming device from being able to
record the customer data held within the magnetic
strip on the customer card.

CARD ENTRAPMENT SENSORS
The Cennox Card Entrapment Sensors will
communicate an attempt report and has an ‘Out
of Service’ option while sending the alarm notice.
No engineer needed to engage.
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PROTECTION FROM SKIMMING
THE FSI
The FSI (Fascia Security Insert) is a visible deterrent and available for motorized
and dip card readers. Colors can be adjusted to seamlessly match your brand. The
FSI is designed to act not only as a visual cosmetic deterrent but also to deliver
enhanced security features to prevent an attack from taking place. With proximity
sensors built into some FSI units to detect the presence of an overlay skimmer,
as well as precision engineered card throats to prevent the insertion of foreign
objects, the FSI is the perfect partner to the ASD-8 Skimming Device seated within
the ATM.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Compatible with NCR, Wincor and Diebold ATM’s
Physical security through our FSI Portfolio
First line in defence
A visual deterrent
Branded for each customer
Designed and manufactured in-house
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PROTECTION AGAINST
DEEP INSERT SKIMMING
THE ASD-SENTINEL
The ASD-SENTINEL is an easy to install and effective multi-vendor solution
that provides immediate protection against deep insert skimmers.
The specially designed insert maintains an immediate physical
safeguard against the growing menace of razor-thin skimmers. The
ASD-SENTINEL, an internal anti-skimming solution, is installed
within the card reader, providing a continuous and cost effective
solution.
Able to be quickly installed in the field, the ASD-SENTINEL
requires no changes to your ATM’s hardware or integration
into the software. Available in motorized and dip style
card readers. The impact is an immediate and steadfast
protection against razor skimmers being illegally
installed on your ATM.
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ASD-SENTINEL for the Motorized Card Reader

ASD-SENTINEL for the Dip Card Reader
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THE DEFENDER AGAINST
JACKPOTTING CRIMES
THE TOP-BOX SOLUTION
ATM owners are experiencing a growing threat, black box attacks.
This bold activity has seen a sharp increase across Europe and is
expected to accelerate.
This type of attack involves criminals gaining access to the inside
of the ATM by cutting small holes into the fascia. Once inside, the
criminals disconnect the Cash Dispenser and join it to their black
box. This electronic box sends commands to the ATM, forcing
it to start dispensing money without any need for a card to be
inserted or for the ATM to source authorization.
The Cennox R&D team was quick to respond to the alarm being
raised by clients. From the moment we heard of this type of
attack, Cennox embarked on pioneering a product to protect
ATMs from this type of black box activity. The Cennox Top Box
Solution is our response.
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“

This new threat is
sending chills down the
spines of many Banks
and ATM owners.
Criminals have, in effect,
found the way to quickly
empty an ATM Machine.

TOP BOX | LIGHT

TOP BOX | COMPLETE

Cennox have several active solutions that protect
ATMs against black box attacks. Our LIGHT option
delivers immediate ‘Detect & Protect’ cover the
moment an attack starts.

TOP BOX | COMPLETE is an advanced intelligent management
package. Designed to identify the attack taking place, the
COMPLETE package also determines the right response
required, by communicating the threat through a central
control unit.

TOP BOX | LIGHT includes a protective plating system
that sits within the fascia panel. This solution provides
two layers of protection:
Firstly, the plate helps to stop individuals from
drilling through and accessing the inside of the ATM.
Secondly, Cennox deploy penetration mats to detect
the first sign of a potential breach.
As soon as it identifies the ATM is being attacked in this
way, the unit cuts the power supply to the dispenser,
preventing notes from being dispensed.

This advanced system not only includes the plating and
penetration mats as used in the LIGHT version, COMPLETE
also has options to :
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Activate audible alarms or strobes
Send an alarm through the alarm panel
Deploy bank note staining products
Activate ATM smoke deterrents
Activate an ATM tracking device
Power down the ATM to prevent malware, skimming
or jackpotting attacks to commence
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STOP RAM-RAID ATTACKS WITH
UNIVERSAL SECURITY PLATES
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At Cennox, we specialize in proper ATM installations, whether
it is a project roll-out or a single site installation. From standard
through-the-wall machines to free-standing drive up kiosks
and bunkers, our staff will not only install your ATM correctly,
they will also stage the ATM and bring it into production. This
specialization has led to the creation of products that meet our
customers’ needs.

“

Our patented Universal Security Plate is a system and
method to secure a free-standing ATM. An attachment
plate, having a plurality of sleeves that align with
attachment points on all types of ATMs, is embedded in a
concrete platform before the concrete is cured. The ATM is
positioned on the surface of the attachment plate so that
its attachment points align with a subset of sleeves. The
ATM is then bolted into the sleeves.

As our ATM services
are highly tailored
to customer and site
needs, we provide our
customers with a full
spectrum of solutions.
We have engineered a
theft protection device
for bunker ATMs based
on customer demand.

When this installation is finished, it is nearly impossible
to dislodge the ATM from the platform with typical
mechanical equipment. Even trucks and tractors are
entirely unsuccessful. The plate fully protects the ATM
and your assets from threats that our customers have
witnessed across the country.
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
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Automated Screening Lanes
Advanced Imaging Technology
X-Ray Equipment
Explosive Detections Systems
Walk-through Metal Detectors

AIRPORT
SECURITY
Cennox strives to lead the way in security products and
their implementation by providing clients peace of mind
with nearly three decades of experience in the security
alarm and fire industries. Regular maintenance is the
best long-term protection; therefore, our aggressive
inspection service scheduling ensures facility safety,
leaving clients knowing that detection systems are in
good working order.
Cennox has supported all TSA-approved Transportation
Security Equipment (TSE) deployed at commercial
airports throughout the U.S. plus its commonwealths.
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US HEADQUARTERS
Cennox
3010 Santa Fe Court
Missoula, MT
59808

Cennox
Project and Security Solutions
1627 S. Central Ave.
Glendale, CA
91204

Cennox
4200 Highlands Parkway SE
Suite A
Smyrna, GA
30082

Cennox
2601 NW 55th Ct
Fort Lauderdale, FL
33309

t: +1 (406) 251-5041
info@cennox.com

t: 818) 242-0400
info@cennox.com

t: (404) 605-0100
info@cennox.com

t: (954) 714-8833
info@cennox.com

CENNOX, THE GLOBAL BUSINESS
Cennox has offices and representation in 14 countries with our global headquarters based in the United Kingdom.

www.cennox.com
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